HTE Management Consultancy Framework Extended until 2016
News Article

Agreement are:
 Competitive and Capped Daily Rates
 Consortium Volume, Duration & Retention
Discounts
 Simple engagement process
 Saves time and resources as there is no need to
run a full OJEU process
 Terms & Conditions agreed centrally
 Clear and consistent invoicing

Linea is pleased to announce the extension of
the
Health
Trust
Europe
Management The benefits of the HTE Management Consultancy
Consultancy Framework to 2016.
Framework over other National Frameworks are;
 Greater choice of suppliers
The Management Consultancy Framework was  Suppliers to fit all budgets
competitively tendered according to EU regulations  Specialist suppliers for specific work
on behalf of the public sector and awarded in  Faster contracting process
July 2012 for a period of up to 4 years. The  Travel to customer site included in daily rates
agreement is also open to any private sector entities  More discounts available to reduce day rates
with similar procurement needs.
 No regional Pricing Variations
The Framework offers a choice of 28 suppliers
across the following 8 Management Consultancy
Lots; Business Strategy, Financial, Economic
Management & Outsourcing, Human Resources,
Operations, Organisational & Change Management,
Business Process Re-Engineering, Programme &
Project Management, Advice Sourcing.

It was announced in January that the Management
Consultancy Framework has been extended until 1st
July 2016.

Linea Group specialises in Programme & Project
Management, Business Process Re-engineering and
Advice Sourcing Strategy & Outsourcing.

Linea is a results focused organisational excellence
consultancy with a track record of delivering sustained
superior performance that meets and where possible
exceeds client expectations.

The Framework provides customers with a choice of
suppliers with specialist expertise. The Framework
offers rates by consultant grade and various
discounts applicable to the value and duration of the
requirement.

We combine the credentials of a top tier firm with the
depth of expertise and flexibility of a niche practice to
support clients in addressing their most pressing
organisational issues through the provision of highly
professional, innovative, customer focussed solutions
which deliver expected business benefits on time every
time.

This Management Consultancy Framework has been
competitively tendered and we have worked hard to
assure best quality services are offered without
compromise.
The expected benefits of using this Framework

For further information regarding the Framework,
please contact the Linea Team.

With an exceptional track record of delivering multi-million
pound savings for prominent Public and Private Sector
clients, our Organisational Excellence approach provides
the skills and capability required to support clients to
maximise efficiency, improve quality and reduce cost.
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